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Losing by 43 suggests the Hawks need a new plan – duh
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This would not be a case study in denial D. (Photo by Gary W. Green, Orlando 

Sentinel)

Orlando – Someone who works for the Magic said to me late last night, “I couldn’t figure out what the Hawks 

were doing.” (He said this as if I would know, which was his mistake. ) “We’re ‘pick-your-poison,’ and they 

didn’t pick. They didn’t guard Dwight and they didn’t guard the threes.”

Well, yeah. Someone who works for the Hawks — his name: Al Horford — essentially said the same. “We 

have to do something differently,” he said.

Mike Woodson’s secret strategy to defuse Dwight Howard worked for a quarter. Howard had five points in the 

first period of Game 1 and his team led by two after 12 minutes. Then things changed.

The Hawks managed not to guard anybody in the second quarter: Howard had nine points and his teammates 

hit three treys and the lead was 20 at the half. Twice Howard whirled past defenders — first Zaza Pachulia, 

then Horford — for dunks. (”We have to eliminate dunks,” Woodson had said before the game.) But if you’re 
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not going to double-team the big man, you’d better cover all the smaller men. The Hawks likewise shirked that 

responsibility.

Worse, Woodson’s odd plan of using Jason Collins, who played 115 minutes in the regular season, before any 

other substitute failed completely. Collins fouled three times, all right, but one was an offensive foul, and his 

early appearance never gave Horford a chance to settle in. And Zaza Pachulia, who’s the backup center, 

wound up working only 4 1/2 first-half minutes because Woodson said he was waiting to use him against 

Magic reserve Marcin Gortat.

One problem: Gortat didn’t enter the game until 3:01 remained in the half, at which point the Magic led 49-32. 

Stan Van Gundy kept Howard on the floor that long. Isn’t there a rule against that?

As you’ve heard, the Hawks lost by 43 points. NBA postseason protocol holds that losing teams should 

dispatch one player to the interview room afterward. The Hawks selected Zaza, which infuriated the Magic 

press corps — it wanted a big-name guy — but produced a funny exchange.

Zaza took two questions from the assembled media. (The wonder wasn’t that he got that few but that many.) 

When it was clear nobody else had anything to ask, he was excused. But not before saying: “When you lose 

like that, there’s not a lot of questions.”

At which folks laughed. Out of the mouths of Georgians.

The Hawks have had many strange nights in foreign cities these past three postseasons, but this was the 

strangest, and the worst. The good news: It was, as the Hawks kept reminding themselves, only one game.

If any subsequent game is apt to be better, the Hawks have to find a Plan B. The belief in Orlando circles is 

that the best way to defend the Magic is to try and single-cover Howard — dare him to get 40 or 50 points — 

and limit the surrounding shooters. The worst way is to do as the Hawks did, which was to do neither.
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